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Overview

Whitepaper v1.0

What does The Vanilla Network represent?

In traditional economics, a vanilla financial instrument is a financial 

asset that does not depend on an underlying asset class, and is 

very simple by design. The Vanilla Network team aims to provide 

a vanilla product, which, while complicated behind the scenes, will 

be simplistic and easy to understand for our users. Our motto to 

both investors and users is simple, “invest, stake and play”.

What makes The Vanilla Network distinct from others?

We are a deflationary token with various staking protocols. You 

may be thinking that these concepts are not particularly novel in 

the Defi and blockchain space, as they have been around for quite 

some time, and are being used on multiple platforms. However, 

most of these platforms believe that generating a token which 

is scarce in supply and is anti-inflationary in nature, produces an 

immediate return on investment to investors. This is simply not true. 

Fundamental economics relies on two forces to produce an 

equilibrium price — the demand and supply. This is where 

we differ from other cryptocurrency projects; our focus is 

on generating demand. We will be releasing revolutionary 

staking and betting dApps that can be used and will appeal 

to all kinds of users, therefore, generating consumer demand. 

At the heart of this is the “community fund” which will be 

implemented as the DAO, decentralized autonomous organization. 

This fund will self-cycle, being funded and replenished by wins and 

losses in our betting dApps where the house has an edge. This 

is much like the ‘house’ in a casino. However, all of these funds 

belong to the community and not the owners of the casino. There 

will be a zero rake for all our games, allowing for a fully automated 

social betting platform. 

DEFLATIONARY 
TOKEN

The Vanilla Network token is deflationary 

in its true sense. Every transaction on the 

network incurs a 5% fee, which is a burn 

rate that helps accelerate the reduction 

in supply and combats inflation. The 

transaction can be anything from a simple 

token purchase, or selling the token on an 

exchange.

There is a feature applied to the underlying 

smart contract that ensures 50% of this 

burn (2.5%) is returned to stakeholders in 

our main vanilla staking option pool. This is 

a reward for holding the token in proportion 

to their holding in this staking pool over a 

specific period. However, there is no burn 

rate on rewards claimed to incentivize 

stakeholders for remaining in the pool.
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So, this isn’t a meme token?

This is a serious project with economics and mathematics driving the fundamentals. We aim to make use 

of true randomization features in Blockchain technology to create revolutionary dApps, with the community 

being the beneficiary.

Vanilla Staking 
Option pool
The Vanilla staking pool is the main staking pool available to our investors. This staking pool has been

designed to not only combat inflationary pressures, but also reward our investors for holding their tokens over

a prolonged period of time. With every buy, sell or use of our dApps; a 5% burn fee is applied. To put it simply,

if you purchase 100 tokens, 5 of these tokens will be charged as a fee leaving you with 95 tokens. This may

feel like a hefty fee however, if you are participating in our Vanilla Staking pool, then 2.5% (50% of the 5% burn

fee) of ‘all’ transactions incurred in our network will be returned as rewards to the main staking pool.

Therefore, even though we promote trading, it’s to the benefit of all users in the ecosystem to remain in this

pool to benefit from transactions in the network. Rewards removed from the staking pool, will however not

be charged with a 5% burn fee. This will allow our investors to claim rewards from the staking pool at their

own leisure. However, anything sold on an exchange will also incur a 5% fee. The fundamentals of economics

would mean a continually reducing supply of an asset class should support the price equilibrium. The Vanilla

Network is equally focused on the demand side of token economics, to ensure both factors are working in

combination to ensure investors generate a sufficient return on their investment.

VNLA is an ERC-20 token launched on the Ethereum Blockchain. As the token is deflationary, there will be a starting supply of 1,000,000 

which will reduce to 100,000 where it will cease burning and remain at this supply.

TOKEN ECONOMICS

Symbol:  

VNLA

Max Supply: 

1,000,000

Min supply: 

100,000

 ERC-20

1,000,000 100,000

Burn rate: 5% 

(2.5% returned 

as rewards for  

stakeholders).
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Token 
Specification

Token Distribution

Token Name: Vanilla Network

Ticker: VNLA

Token Standard: ERC-20

Starting Supply: 1,000,000 

End Supply: 100,000 (on burn completion)

Token contract address: 0xb97faf860045483e0c7f08c56acb31333084a988

45% 
Presale

20% 
Team and
marketing

15% 
Community 

fund

20% 
Liquidity Pool

Uniswap
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Why such a large liquidity, and will this be locked?

Initially, we will be listing on Uniswap, which is a decentralized exchange aiming to bring decentralized and 

trustless asset exchange to traders and liquidity providers. Providing a large liquidity will ensure confidence for 

liquidity providers and traders to efficiently trade our token. We also will be locking liquidity for a year through 

the Unicrypt protocol; with an aim of building additional liquidity pool via yield generating protocols. Our motive 

is to make this project truly decentralized, with the community having the ability to drive the project forwards.

Vanilla 
Community Fund
What is the community fund? 

At the heart of this network is the “Vanilla Community Fund” also 

known as the DAO, or decentralized autonomous organization. 

This fund will self-cycle, and it will be funded and replenished by 

wins and losses in our betting dApps that have a house edge. This 

is much like the ‘house’ in a casino, however, all of these funds 

belong to the community and not the owners of the casino. These 

funds eventually will be returned via various staking protocols 

developed within the ecosystem.

Who oversees the fund?

This fund is for rewards and maintenance of the platform. A total 

of 150,000 Vanilla tokens (15% of total supply) are designated 

as a starting point for the community fund. The majority of the 

dApps rely on the community fund to issue rewards in-line with 

the betting or staking option placed. For example, in the Vanilla 

betting platform, there will be staking protocols rewarding users 

for creating a betting house and providing liquidity, funds from 

the community fund would be used to facilitate this. This fund will 

continually be replenished by games that have a house edge, 

such as Black Jack. These funds can be used to invest back into 

the platform as well as extending the network further.

STAKING
OPTION POOLS

The Vanilla staking pool is considered 

to be the main pool for stakeholders to 

remain vested. Occasionally, temporary 

high rewarding staking pools will be 

offered to Vanilla token holders. These 

staking pools offer high guaranteed 

rewards if the stakeholder commits to 

vesting over a set period of time. For 

example, a user will need to remain 

vested for 30 days in the Strawberry 

option pool, in order to claim a reward 

at a set APY%. Therefore, incentivizing 

investors to remain vested in the 

ecosystem. 
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Social Betting dApps 
We have partnered with Matic Network (now known as ‘Polygon’) to help produce and scale our novel betting 

dApp, head-to-head bets, which is essentially a peer-to-peer betting exchange. The key barriers to entry for 

decentralized protocols to succeed are the speed and costs (known as ‘gas’) involved upon transactions on 

the Ethereum Blockchain. This is where Matic Network turns the tables. Making use of Layer-2 solutions, 

Vanilla Network will be able to offer gas-free transactions to its users at a high transaction output.

Will staking pools use the community fund?

To reward early users of our platform, we will be releasing the Strawberry and Chocolate staking option pools. 

This will be a limited time offer, that will allow stakeholders to stake in these pool options and be guaranteed 

a return based on the length they remain staked in these options.
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Roadmap: Genesis 
and extended

PHASE 1
VANILLA NETWORK GENESIS

Innovative deflationary rewarding staking pool live on day 1. Volume based protocol allows long term holders 

to benefit from all transactions on the platform.

HIGH APY YIELDING STAKING POOLS LIVE

As part of the stable ecosystem, periodically available high yielding staking pools have been successfully 

launched. Allowing for platform users to benefit from fixed income yields due to transaction flows within the 

ecosystem.

PHASE 2
NETWORK PARTNERSHIP ESTABLISHED

To facilitate phase 2 of the development of the social Betting dApps, partnership with blue chip blockchain 

service provider Matic Network (now known as ‘Polygon’) has been established. Allowing for high speed and 

low cost transactions on the blockchain which provoke user adoption.

ROLL OUT OF SOCIAL BETTING DAPPS POWERED BY MATIC LAYER-2 SOLUTION 

Integration of the Biconomy protocol to allow users to perform head-to-head betting in a cost-free transaction 

and user-friendly environment.

Peer-to-
Peer betting 

exchange
Q2 2021

Staking Platform
November 2020

WhitePaper 
Release 

October 2020

Website online 
October 2020

Uniswap Listing
November 2020

Vanilla Presale
November 2020

Chocolate and 
Strawberry pools
December 2020

Live

Live

Live

In progress
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How does the Vanilla team plan to deliver the ambitious roadmap?

We have a dedicated team in place who are solely focused on this project and continuously working to deliver 

a great return on investment (ROI) for the community. We have a wealth of talent in both leadership and product 

development segments, including blockchain developers, web designers, finance specialists and marketing 

experts.

Where does listing on centralized exchanges fit on the roadmap?

Listing on more exchanges will surely increase volumes and enhance credibility for our token, and we do have 

plans to list on more exchanges once we have a developed ecosystem. This is an important part of both short 

and long term strategy.

Will there be a smart contract audit?

All smart contracts will be audited by an independent and reputed blockchain expert.

PHASE 3
UPGRADE OF PLATFORM

V2 upgrade of existing framework allowing for a relayer solution between the Ethereum and Matic Network to 

enhance user experience. Increasing user betting options and staking reward capabilities for using the head 

to head betting platform.

NETWORK EXTENSION

Formalization and integration of network partners who compliment the Vanilla Network product offering. This 

will allow further use cases for the $VNLA token, and extending the ecosystem further.

PHASE 4
FUTURE DAAP ROLLOUT

Continuation of our bespoke social betting dApps will be released using advanced blockchain architecture. 

With partnerships enabled, user demand for the platform will accelerate the burn phase.

PHASE 5
DAO IMPLEMENTATION

DAO Implementation to provide consumer governance will be implemented, allowing for ownership of the 

platform to be driven by the community and Vanilla Network token holders. Incentives from our games and 

future decisions will thus be enabled allowing for full decentralization. Stable token betting options will also be 

enabled, allowing for increased demand on our platform, inducing higher user counts and the ability to benefit 

from advertising revenues.

In progress

Planned

Planned

Planned
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Leadership Team

Rutherford
Chief Operations Officer

As COO of The Vanilla Network, Rutherford seen as a tactful 

negotiator and sound coordinator of business activities.

Rutherford comes with a background of entrepreneurial start-ups 

with a motto of “Maximizing profits whilst maintaining a strong 

control environment”.

Constantine
Chief Technology Officer

As CTO of The Vanilla Network, ‘Costi’ is the lead developer in the 

project and manages an experienced outsourced team.

Costi has a gravitas for developing technology but is passionate 

about building trust and ethics. His motto being “Do it once,

do it transparently and do it properly”.

Marouane
Chief Executive Officer

Better known as ‘Mike’, the CEO of The Vanilla Network is the 

original think tank behind the project and is the lead strategist for 

the design and implementation. Mike comes from a background 

in project management and lives by the motto “Never give up, 

there’s always another way”.
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Long-term Vision
Surely, it’s the purist view of Decentralization?

We will not throw a lot of of buzzwords at you in this section. Our ultimate goal is to make The Vanilla 

Network a truly decentralized platform. However, in order to commence the project, we need the stewardship 

of an experienced leadership team whilst blockchain technology continues to develop and evolve. 

How about Governance?

In the decentralized finance space, there has been a foray of projects claiming governance, via a governance 

token that has been “farmed or yielded” from an underlying asset class. We believe governance is the ultimate 

aim for this project. However, we still do not believe many projects have unlocked the true potential behind 

community or investor governance. We see this very much as being share owners of a company who actively 

communicate at board meetings to vote on the direction of the future of the project. With our community 

betting dApps, this will certainly be a key feature and future requirement. To release this project in its full 

capacity, and although it is in its infancy stages, this is one of our key long-term developmental objectives.

It’s all about the dApps...

In the short to medium term our focus will be on creating dApps that appeal to our consumer base, which is 

stakeholders and betting enthusiasts that are all social betting in nature. We will also seek to find complementary 

projects as partners where the VNLA token can be used, thus extending the network further. In the long-term, 

we hope to ensure this will also be our lasting legacy. That the dApps and network partnerships will be optimized 

on the blockchain, and continue to be used in perpetuity, without the need for centralized intervention.

MISSION
STATEMENT

Our mission is to produce a Vanilla platform. A ‘plain and 

simple’ platform that anyone with a limited understanding of 

decentralized finance can invest, stake and play to earn exciting 

rewards. We are a first of its kind, given the Vanilla Network 

originated from a failed, yet promising project, to be reborn and 

redesigned by new founding members for the legacy community. 

However, the challenge remains that we aim to consistently 

produce exciting staking and betting dApps that will appeal to 

all and will generate demand for our VNLA token. Distinctive in 

nature, a deflationary token which encourages holding as well as 

producing a real use-case in the novel social betting and staking 

dApps produced.
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